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Rape Jihad: Dark Days for Europe
Dr. Lasha Darkmoon, 3-4 February 2016
Consider these questions:
Do you help to solve the migrant rape crisis in Europe by
eating pork, growing beards, and parading round the
streets in miniskirts when you’re a man? Does it make
sense to give “flirtation lessons” to the same migrants
who are sexually assaulting European women in ever
increasing numbers? Is it wise to help hostile migrants to
“integrate” by giving them target-practice training,
turning them into first-class snipers?
These are some of the more surrealistic aspects of the
migrant rape crisis in Europe which I hope to cover in this
essay.

ANGELA MERKEL, dressed in a Muslim headscarf — the
woman most often blamed for the migrant crisis in
Europe
Consumed with Holocaust guilt and possessed by the
demons of pathological altruism, German Chancellor
Angela Merkel has handed over her country to the endless
hordes of the Third World. “Let them come . . . we can
look after them all,” she murmurs serenely, echoing the
words of the altruists all over Europe bearing placards
that scream: “REFUGEES WELCOME!”
Merkel is an interesting case history: the guilt-ridden,
traumatized leader of a deeply traumatized nation. Her way of
handling the migrant crisis in Germany is not so much a
stupendous example of pathological altruism at work as a
symbolic act of self-flagellation on behalf of the German people,
all of them engaged in varying degrees of self-flagellation over
the Holocaust.
“The culture of the Holocaust is destroying Germany, ” Brenton
Sanderson notes in a thought-provoking 3-part article in
the Occidental Observer. “Endlessly reinforced over decades by
the intellectual and media elite, the notion that Germans and
their descendants are responsible for “the single most evil event
in human history” has had such a demoralizing effect that
millions fully support Angela Merkel’s current attempt to destroy
the ethnic basis of their nation.”
To understand these words is to grasp the root cause of
Germany’s suicidal approach to the migrant crisis. Letting
Germany be destroyed, the entire ethnic basis of the nation
expunged, can be seen for what it is: a collective act of
atonement for the Holocaust.
1.5 million “refugees” last year, far more than any other
country in Europe, with a predicted 4 million new asylum
seekerspouring into Europe in 2016, and 10 million more on
the way. Many At this rate, it is widely predicted, there will
soon not be a single White face left in Germany—or indeed
anywhere else in Europe. In 50 years time, Europe will not only
be multicultural, much to the delight of Jewish activist
Barbara Spectre, it will also be multicolored.
Last year a Muslim political activist warned the Germans: “We
will marry your daughters and conquer you with births!”
“What’s wrong with that?” you might ask if you’ve been infected
by the virus of pathological altruism. Well, to start with, most
well-balanced Europeans don’t want to see their homelands
invaded by unlimited numbers of foreigners from Africa, Asia
and the Middle East. They maintain, quite rightly, “We’re full
up,we’re stuffed to capacity!” Right now, for example, the

numbers of asylum seekers reaching the Greek islands is thirty
times higher than it was last year. Yet last year itself (2015)
had already seen a “staggering” 750 PER CENT increase in
migrants to Greece compared with 2014. The situation is
untenable. It cannot go on.
If Europe can be likened to the Titanic sinking beneath the
waves, the last thing we can afford is to have more people piling
on to the lifeboats.
THE MIGRANT RAPE CRISIS
There is also, troublingly, the trifling question of rape. These
Muslim migrants happen to be raping our women. In
unprecedentedly large numbers. The situation, again, is
untenable. It cannot go on. Something must be done to stop it.
That an epidemic of rapes by Muslim migrants in Europe is now
taking place simply cannot be doubted or denied. The rape
cases are being heard in several courts throughout Germany,
including Cologne, where more than 600 German women have
reported being sexually abused or robbed on New Year’s Eve. I
find it hard to believe that 600 different women are lying.
Here is an extended quote from a mainstream newspaper which
says it better than anything I could. I have taken the liberty of
editing and running separated sections together into a flowing,
connected narrative without ellipses:
Here in Leipzig, on Monday night, a local grassroots
organisation called Pegida—Patriotic Europeans Against
the Islamisation of the West—held an anti-migrant march
and protest.
It was followed by a terrifying rampage through the city
centre by a breakaway group of 500 thugs who set cars
ablaze and attacked shops and fast food restaurants,
some of them belonging to migrants.
The mayor of Leipzig, Burkhard Jung spoke of “terror on
the streets” as he condemned the “naked violence”. But
given the febrile mood over migrants that now pervades
all of Germany, there will almost certainly be more
reprisals from the Far Right in the future.
The scenes in Leipzig—which has taken in 10,000 Merkel
migrants—came after the mass sex attacks in Cologne,
western Germany, on New Year’s Eve.
During a barbaric night in that city’s main square, a
substantial group of Arabic-speaking men among 1,000
male migrants there deliberately targeted and assaulted
hundreds of women. A staggering 652 complaints were
received by the police.
Across Germany, including in Stuttgart, Dusseldorf and
Berlin—not to mention towns and cities in Sweden,
Finland and Denmark—it was the same New Year story.
Nearly 50 women in Hamburg complained to police of
sexual harassment by “North African men”, who called
them “bitches” and shouted “Fiki!” to indicate they
wanted to rape them.
[There are] now an increasing number of women who are
frightened to go out at night. Even a cursory glance at the
latest police reports—now being released more freely—
shows the shocking sex attacks are not going away.
Meanwhile in Hamburg, there have been a string of
assaults. A white nurse was harassed by a 25-year-old
Eritrean; a group of girls groped by two “North Africans”;
a woman of 53 confronted by young men of “Arabian
appearance”, who exposed themselves, making obscene
gestures.
Eight Afghan asylum seekers are accused of attacking a
“large number of white women”; a 23-year-old Somali is
under investigation for sexually abusing a ten-year-old
white girl near a migrant reception centre.
Across the country, from east to west, it’s been the same.
In Leipzig, eight days after Cologne, a local woman of 31
was accosted by 15 men, apparently Arabs and North
Africans, who pinned her down as she walked through the
railway station at midnight, and thrust themselves at her.
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In Bornheim, North Rhine-Westphalia, a leisure centre
has banned all migrants after a schoolgirl was sexually
assaulted in its public swimming pool by three Syrian
teenagers.
In the town of Halle, a 20-minute drive away [from Bornheim in
Westphalia], the former four-star Maritim Hotel with indoor
swimming pool, sauna and fitness room, was closed to guests
last year after being turned into a giant migrant camp.
In Austria, Far-Right parties are trading on the fear engendered
by migrants and calling for an immediate halt to asylum
applications. In Finland, militia groups linked to the Far-Right,
calling themselves Soldiers of Odin patrol towns at night to
protect women from attacks. [Meanwhile, back in Germany] an
Identitarian spokesman told the local Press:
“What happened in Cologne is happening everywhere.
There was an attempted rape here in Halle only
yesterday. We want to help ensure that women can feel
safe in our town.” The leaflet they handed out went
further:“Cologne is a symbol,” it said. “It has shown that
the state has failed to protect our borders. In the past
year, more than a million illegal immigrants have entered
our country and the state now cannot—or will not—
protect women and girls.
It is up to us to defend ourselves. To fight back—for us,
our families, our country. We demand the immediate
closure of the border and the re-migration of all illegals
to their home countries.” — See here, emphasis added.
Is all this being “made up” by an elite media owned
by the usual suspects? I have no idea. It’s up to you, the
reader, to decide for yourself if these events are fact-based or
fictional. To my mind, it would be stretching credulity to
breaking point to argue that no Muslim migrant rapes, or very
few, are taking place in Europe right now and that this entire
thing is being blown up out of all proportion.
If anything, these disquieting events are being hushed up or
minimized by the mainstream media. Not blown up. Thus you
will note that the sexual misconduct of Muslim migrants in
Germany has been squeezed into a single short 35-word
paragraph in the block quote from the Daily Mail above: “In
Bornheim, North Rhine-Westphalia, a leisure centre has banned
all migrants after a schoolgirl was sexually assaulted in its public
swimming pool by three Syrian teenagers.”
That’s all we get from the Daily Mail on this particular topic: 35
words. Further investigation reveals this is just the tip of a giant
iceberg.
So much febrile sexual activity has been going on in German
swimming pools—or rather leisure centers—that an entire article
could be devoted to this unsavory subject. Indeed, entire
articles have be en. (See here, here, and here). I have
brought these three different accounts into a single article under
the
umbrella
title, Muslim
migrants
‘banned’ from
swimming pools in Germany after shocking scenes of
sexual misconduct.
Read on if you wish to know why the word ‘banned’ has been
placed in inverted commas.
MIGRANT SEXUAL MISCONDUCT
IN GERMAN SWIMMING POOLS
These shocking events, reported in the German tabloid Bild and
aired on local radio, have been recorded on security cameras at
the Zwickau swimming baths. Zwickau is a small city in Saxony,
Germany, with a population of roughly 100,000 people, many of
them recent Muslim migrants. The migrants involved, mostly
Afghan and Syrian asylum seekers, were taken into police
custody and investigated.
In almost every case, inexplicably, the ‘ban’ on migrants
misusing pool facilities was lifted within a few days and the sex
attackers released from police custody.
“A group of migrant men and women were caught on
security camera at the Johannisbad baths in Zwickau,
Saxony,” we read here, “engaging in unacceptable
behaviour, including masturbating into the jacuzzi. In
separate incidents other groups of migrants were caught
‘contaminating’ the children’s training pool by ’emptying
their bowels in the water’, and sexually assaulting other
bathers, reports Bild.”

The swimming pool in Zwickau, Germany, where
outrageous scenes of sexual misconduct were caught on
security cameras
In the stilted language of German bureaucracy, we read here of
“an asylum seeker who masturbated in the hot tub and
ejaculated into the basin.” In another nearby pool, migrants had
“contaminated the pool by getting rid of the contents of their
intestines.” All these incidents, as I say, were captured on
surveillance cameras. So it’s hard to see how these events can
all be “faked”, as some conspiracy theorists insist, unless
everyone involved here is a “paid actor”.
Zwickau in Saxony was not the only place in Germany where
such events have occurred. Other cities in Germany that feature
in this catalogue of sexual misconduct include Bornheim,
Dresden and Munich. The infection has even spread to Vienna in
Austria. Note that I am talking here specifically of sexual
misconduct in swimming pools or leisure centers, not of sex
assaults in general, such as those committed at Cologne on New
Years Eve in which hundreds of German women were sexually
assaulted by Muslim migrant gangs within the space of a few
hours.
The ages of the children assaulted? From toddlers upward. In
Vienna, a 3-year-old boy was sexually groped by a Muslim
migrant in the children’s pool. “One of them sidled up to my
youngest child,” his 37-year-old mother reports, “and put his
hand in my son’s underwear.”
For the most part, it’s
prepubescent and underage adolescent girls who appear to be
the focus of attention. If they are not being groped in the
swimming pool, it’s while they’re lining up to use the water
slides. Are they safe in their changing rooms? No, even here
they face the prospect of being assaulted in the showers or
having their towels whipped away from them. (For further
details, see here, here, andhere; or for convenience, all these
three articles can be subsumed under one link, here).
There’s no point rehearsing all the grisly details. If you’re
interested, you’ll find them in the various links listed above. The
only point that needs stressing here is this. In every single case,
an identical pattern emerges. The migrants misbehave sexually
in the leisure centers: groping the women there, including the
children, jeering and hurling obscenities at them, exposing
themselves, masturbating in the sauna, ejaculating into the hot
tub, and defecating in the children’s learner pools. Much of this
outrageous behavior has been recorded on surveillance
cameras.
This bad behaviour can be described as Step 1. Hard on the
heels of Step One comes Step Two: being banned from using
the facilities. That’s the punishment for bad behavior. Step 3
follows next: the ban is lifted within days. So here is the
invariable sequence: Bad behavior —> light token punishment
—> complete forgiveness. All this within the same week
sometimes. Step One then starts all over again. A vicious circle.
After migrants misbehaved at the Bornheim bathhouse, for
example, they were banned. “Under pressure from pro-migrant
campaign groups,” we learn here, “the ban lasted just six days
before being lifted.”
It’s now time to talk about rape and generalized sexual assault.
Several German cities have been involved: Cologne, Leipzig,
Hamburg, Berlin,Dusseldorf, Stuttgart. (See Daily Mail block
quote above). Similar sexual assaults by migrants, some
involving rape, have been reported from other European
countries apart from Germany, notably Sweden, Denmark,
Finland and Austria.
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As has already been noted by a concerned European in the
extended block quote above:
“What happened in Cologne is happening everywhere.
Cologne is a symbol. It has shown that the state has
failed to protect our borders.”
*
PORK CONSUMPTION, PEPPER SPRAY, AND FLIRTING
WITH THE NATIVES
The whole atmosphere surrounding these mass rapes is
bizarre in the extreme. Let me mention a few weird facts that
were brought to my attention only in the last few days. All trivial
in themselves, but nevertheless odd and troublingly significant.
The first news snippet, which you can find in the Daily Mail,
informs us that Denmark is now taking tough measures to keep
Muslim migrants out of their country. What measures? Well, in
certain parts of the country, orders have been issued to the
effect that all Danish schools should have pork on their school
lunch menus every day. That will scare the Muslim migrants
away and, with any luck, make them head for nice pork-free
countries!
Incidentally, Denmark is the country where the Brits and other
European nations get a lot of their bacon from. According to a
Danish councillor in Randers, Frank Noergaard, pork remains “a
central part of Denmark’s food culture.” So it’s all right to have
pork on the school lunch menu every day in Denmark. One can
imagine the Muslim migrants in Denmark having a hissy fit
about this and crying foul. “That’s not fair! We want our children
to be offered pork-free meals in Danish schools! Death to
bacon!”
The second snippet of news, even more surrealistic, is that
rape-prone Muslim asylum seekers in Belgium are being offered
“lessons on how to flirt” with Belgian women by the Belgian
authorities. “Civilized flirting”, they call it. Frankly, I am puzzled
at the psychology behind this move. White Belgian females,
terrified of being approached by sex-hungry Muslims, are
arming themselves with pepper spray and mace and going
around in groups for extra safety, and here their government is
offering “flirtation lessons” to these sexually supercharged
migrant males with only one thing on their minds:“Fiki, fiki!”
Read for yourself and draw your own conclusions:
Asylum-seekers in Belgium are to be given lessons in
civilised flirting so that they learn to respect women.
Tips such as ‘be funny’ and ‘make eye contact, but don’t
stare’ have been listed in brochures to be distributed to
refugee centres across the country.
Men are allowed to kiss other men, and prostitutes should
be respected, the brochure states.
In Germany and elsewhere, however, women are now being
offered free pepper spray to ward off would-be sexual
attackers—doubtless known in ultraliberal circles as “civilized
flirters” doing their best “to respect women”.
“The pepper sprays,” we learn without surprise from
a newspaper report, “were snapped up by the local
women and girls. Nationwide sales of pepper spray have
jumped by 600 per cent with supplies running out in parts
of the country. According to KH Security, a German
manufacturer of the spray, sales are the highest since the
company was founded a quarter of a century ago. A store
owner near Leipzig has reported he is now selling up to
200 cans of the spray each day, compared with five a
week before the migrant crisis began. The customers?
Women of all ages and men buying weapons for their
wives.”
IT’S A MAD WORLD
And what measures, you might wish to know, are the men in
Holland taking to protect their womenfolk from the invasion of
their country by Muslim migrants with rape on their
minds? Draconian
measures! Some
are
protesting
this
horrendous situation by marching round the streets of
Amsterdam inminiskirts!
While the miniskirt warriors chant “NO MORE IMMIGRANTS!” a
counter demonstration of liberal altruists, coming from the
opposite direction and waving their placards, are screaming
“REFUGEES WELCOME!”
The mind boggles.

Arms linked in solidarity, here is a contingent of Miniskirt
Warriors in Amsterdam hoping to solve Europe’s migrant
problems by displaying their shapely legs. Here is
another valiant Dutchman who obviously believes that
men in miniskirts is the answer to Europe’s immigration
crisis.
Yes, it’s a mad world all right.
The Netherlands happens to be one of the most densely
populated regions on earth. 50.3 per cent of the people here
don’t have a Dutch origin. Almost everyone you see milling
around the streets of Amsterdam has brown skin and speaks a
non-European language. If he is male, he has an eye for the
white Dutch girls. This can be a problem. We are told that at
least 30 percent of these people are foreigners “who live in the
city for years and learn no Dutch and even make no Dutch
friends.” So if they don’t speak Dutch, how do they chat up the
gorgeous Dutch girls? Answer: they don’t bother.
The problem is compounded by the Dutchman’s weakness for
liberal attitudes, a weakness that amounts to pathological
altruism. They call it by a nicer name, however: samenleving,
which can be loosely translated as “community spirit” or “living
together in harmony”, which in turn is conducive to extreme
tolerance of foreigners and their often overtly aggressive ways.
To put it crudely and perhaps a bit tactlessly, the Dutch
population—which can be seen as representative of Europe’s
population as a whole—consists of increasingly large numbers
of feminized males who can best be described as
“wimps“.
Not only are these namby-pamby European males doing nothing
to protect their women from the sexual onslaughts of the
testosterone-flushed foreign males who have invaded their
country, their very governments are led by guilt-ridden
pathological altruists like Angela Merkel.
German politician Siegbert Droese, president of the populist
Eurosceptic party, Alternative for Deutschland (AfD) in the
eastern city of Leipzig, has no time for German Chancellor
Angela Merkel. He thinks Frau Merkel is crazy.
“Frau Merkel, she’s not right in the head,” says 46-yearold Siegbert Droese, pointing his finger at his temple.
“She tells people from all over the Islamic world to come
here to paradise. The numbers are mind-boggling and
could reach ten million. [That’s] when the migrants bring
members of their families over to join them. So many
young men arriving every day with high testosterone and
little respect for women mean the New Year sex attacks
in Cologne will be repeated. I am not alone in thinking
this.”
It’s true. According to a recent survey, half the German
population is now deeply disillusioned with Frau Merkel, the
ultimate exemplar of the Pathological Altruist. (See here).
Only quite recently top psychiatrist and best-selling author
Hans-Joachim Maaz released a statement to the effect that
Angela Merkel’s refusal to reverse her “completely irrational”
policy on accepting migrants was evidence that she was was
undergoing a “mental breakdown”, adding that the German
leader had “lost touch with reality.”
The prospects for Europe look bleak, given that even its leaders
are now widely perceived as “not quite right in the head”. To
make matters worse, there are no strong men left to guard the
gates. A thick pall of liberalism, pathological altruism, and
feminized wimpishness hangs over the entire European
continent like a black cloud, portending certain doom.
Unless, of course, drastic remedies are soon applied to what is
clearly a drastic disease.
5-MINUTE VIDEO: THE MASS INVASION OF EUROPE.
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SEE FOR YOURSELF WHAT IS GOING ON
Islamic Invasion of Europe - Shocking Mass Immigration
Videohttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-AuGg1GwpY

“There is no place in modern Europe for ethnically pure
states. That’s a 19th century idea and we are trying to
transition into the 21st century, and we are going to do it
with multi-ethnic states.” – Retired General Wesley
Clark
Here are a few disquieting facts and figures that tell their own
tale.
Going on the available 2009 figures—the figures are far higher
now in 2016—the total number of foreign citizens living in
Europe is roughly 32 millions. More than half of these (16.8
million) live in three European countries: Germany, Spain and
the UK. Germany comes out top of the list with 7.2 million, yet
the out-of-touch Angela Merkel is happy to take in more,
seemingly impervious to logic and facts. The horrific sexual
assaults of over 600 German women in Cologne on New Year’s
Eve has left Merkel seemingly unmoved. Spain is second in
Europe’s Top of the Pops for foreign citizens flooding in, with 5.6
million immigrants, and the UK comes in third with just over 4
million. (See here)
LONDON, ‘THE CITY OF DREADFUL NIGHT’
As for the UK, London, the nation’s bustling capital city of 8.6
million people, contains only 44.9 percent White Britons.
Another 14.9 percent here are classified as ‘Other Whites’, with
large numbers from Poland, Hungary, Rumania and elsewhere.
44 per cent of Londoners are now Black or of some other nonWhite ethnic origin. Almost every face you see in Oxford Street,
London, is non-White. Occasionally a white face will pop into
view, a face generally looking flustered and alarmed. In 15
years’ time, by 2031, the number of foreigners is set to
outnumber the native Brits in London.
I am not exaggerating, but the last time I was in Oxford Street
with my sister, we must have had our bottoms pinched at least
half a dozen times by frisky young men from foreign lands. A
bruising experience for both of us. Black taxis, filled with
outlanders with interesting complexions, inched past us like
bloated slugs on wheels, disgorging their passengers onto the
pavements at regular intervals. Among the torpid taxis, to our
amazement, we saw a rickshaw carrying an Arab family to their
destination, probably to the plush magnificence of the Ritz Hotel
or Claridges’. I felt like I’d fallen off the moon and landed in the
seventh circle of Dante’s hell.
Am I making this up? If I am, so are all the newspapers I read,
for they tell pretty much the same story. Apparently, you have
to be a really rich foreigner to afford a rickshaw ride in London
these days. The going rip-off rate is £206 ($292) for a threeminute ride.
How are the Brits coping with the Muslims in their midst? Not
very well. Especially in the Midlands in places like Rotherham
and Rochdale where Pakistani sex gangs h ave been grooming
White underage girls to multi-partner sex. Roughly 1,400
white teenage girls have been sexually abused, prostituted and
gang raped over a 10-year period in this densely populated area
full of Muslims. The local authorities have done virtually nothing
about it.
I’ll say that for these dashing Lotharios from the Far East. They
can’t have enough of our White girls. In a way, it’s a pity that
English girls are among the loveliest in Europe—and the easiest
to bed. I doubt if that’s the main reason so many foreign
migrants flock to Britain, though I’ve no doubt it’s one of the
perks. Indeed, a recent article in the Daily Mail quotes one
young Afghan immigrant commenting favorably on the “sexual

opportunities” available in proud Britannia for foreign migrants
like himself: “As he put it, in his village, if you slept with more
than one person in your life, ‘they shot you in the back’. In
Britain, however, sexual opportunities were immense.”
My own recent visit to London took me into a world I barely
recognized, a city I had lived in for many years during my late
teens and early twenties but had religiously avoided as much as
possible ever since. A recent book with the rousing title This is
London: Life and Death in the World City, by Ben Judah,
who is clearly Jewish, was to reinforce my own impression that
the city of my youth had indeed morphed into a new City of
Dreadful Night, ten times more nightmarish than the city
depicted in the famous Victorian poem by James Thomson.
I was to witness with my own shocked eyes that the old whiteskinned city of Shakespeare and Dickens, bursting with barrow
boys and cheeky cockneys and sellers of roasted chestnuts and
steak-and-kidney pies, had seemingly altered overnight and
become a foreign metropolis filled with scary men in turbans
and mysterious women in hijabs, all elbowing you out of the
way as they made a bee-line for the great department stores or
shot through the doors of curry houses and kebab shops in
search of refreshment. The English upper classes, the Bertie
Woosters and their impeccable Jeevesian manservants, were no
more to be seen in elite Mayfair. The Russian oligarchs and the
Chinese nobility had moved in and taken over.
Criminal gangs now decide who comes to Britain and settles
here. The government is a joke. It has shelved all its
responsibilities for looking after its own people but does its best
all the same to go through the motions of democracy and
pretend it loves the people it rules. As a recent report in a
mainstream newspaper points out bleakly: “When it is so easy
for migrants to get here, it is just as simple for the world’s
nastiest criminals to relocate to the UK, too.”
Take a look and you will see . . . the City of Dreadful Night
shimmers into view, a neon nightmare of sleaze, violence, and
ruthless exploitation. This is a city, we are told, “hidden from
official statistics, a whole illegal city of several hundred
thousand people, nearly half of them thought to have arrived
after 2001.” The influx of foreigners has pushed down wages
steeply, so much so that skilled workers in the building trade
who used to get £15 an hour ($21) now have to work for £7 an
hour ($10), bringing them onto the breadline and making it
impossible for them to rent decent accommodation or raise a
family. The situation for the hundreds of thousands of exploited
illegals in London is infinitely worse. In comparison, slaves in
Ancient Rome or servants in the British raj enjoyed a higher
standard of living and were far happier.
Here is the situation as seen through the eyes of contemporary
social historian Ben Judah, filtered through the prose of Daily
Mail columnist Harriet Sargeant:
Somalian gangs terrorise estates in South London and
Turkish gangs control North London. Kurds and Albanians
launder their money through the car washes in
Tottenham and Kilburn. Vietnamese gangs grow and
distribute two-thirds of the strong cannabis on the
capital’s streets.
The sex industry is another area [that] has had a malign
effect. 96 per cent of London’s prostitutes are now
migrants. Typically, they [the Albanian gangs] lure girls
from Moldova with promises of modelling jobs, but then
rape and traffic them.
Finally, migration has even changed the nationality of
London’s vagrants. There are now around 5,000 — mostly
Polish and Romanians — living rough on London’s streets.
In North London, they unload trucks for Turkish
shopkeepers in exchange for nothing more than their
drink of choice, White Ace cider. Others have been
found roasting rats for food in the back alleys of
Tottenham and Haringey.
In this new London, increasingly there is one nationality
significant for its absence — white, British-born.
A man from Grenada whom Ben Judah interviewed told him he
had come to England at the age of 12 with high hopes. His
family had dreamed of a better life but suddenly found
themselves in a “war zone”. The only way the boy could survive
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was to become a cocaine dealer. “Within six months of being
here,” he reports ruefully, “I lost 75 per cent of my morals.”
He was one of the lucky ones. He might well have lost the other
25 per cent of his morals, too, if he’d found himself in a back
alley—roasting rats for food.
What are the politicians doing to cope with this never-ending
influx of foreigners from the Third World? Precisely nothing. The
best of them are simply twiddling their thumbs and making the
right noises. Oh gosh, isn’t it time we did something? The worst
of them, either on the payroll of the hidden Puppet Masters or
infected with a pathological altruism that knows no bounds, are
doing the opposite: advocating an open-door policy
for more immigrants—like
mentally
deranged
doctors,
confronted with the bubonic plague, crying out like lunatics:
“Let’s have more rats!”

Between 15,000 and 20,000 Belgians join a solidarity
march in support of the invasion of their own country by
the
inhabitants
of
the
Third
World. Here
the
demonstrators are seen, on a sunny afternoon in
Brussels,
calling
out
“Refugees
Welcome!”
and
demanding an end to “racism and xenophobia.” This is
happening all over Europe. Ironically—and this is the
crowning touch of Alice-in-Wonderland absurdity—White
women have even been sexually molested at a “Refugees
Welcome” party.
This morning I read about a frail 72-year-old Austrian lady who
was raped by an Afghan immigrant while taking her dog for a
walk by the river. She stays home all the time now,
traumatized, trusting no one. Meanwhile, her Afghan rapist
emerges as the hero of this little horror story. We learn that the
Austrian judges found “mitigating circumstances” for the rapist,
including the fact that he was only 17 years old and this was the
first time he’d ever raped a septuagenerian pensioner.
Deport him? Heaven forbid! Can’t have that, can we? It would
violate his human rights. (See here)
Apropos of the 72-year-old Austrian pensioner, it’s a good thing
she doesn’t live in Denmark with access to pepper spray.
Because if she’d tried to fight off her Afghan rapist with pepper
spray in Denmark, she would have landed herself in big trouble.
She would have been hauled before the courts and given a stiff
fine, or even a prison sentence, for subjecting her rapist to
“disproportionate violence”.
I spoke earlier about the booming sale of pepper sprays in
Germany as defensive weapons that women could use against
their would-be rapists, Muslim or otherwise. It seems I spoke
too soon. In Denmark, I was to learn to my surprise this
morning, pepper sprays have been banned. Women who use
them can be prosecuted for harming their attackers. A Danish
teenager in the coastal town of Sønderborg was recently
knocked to the ground by her assailant who then proceeded to
undress her in public. This actually took place in the town
center, with lots of people milling round. That’s pretty scary if
you come to think of it. When rape becomes a spectator sport,
we’ve reached the end of the line.
The 17-year-old girl managed to scare off her attacker with
pepper spray. She has now been told she will be prosecuted—
for trying to defend herself with a dangerous chemical.
Lunacy, it seems, has no bounds.
What’s happened to all these people? Why can’t they wake up?
Even lemmings don’t behave like this.
‘QUOS DEUS VULT PERDERE, PRIUS DEMENTAT’
The future for Europe looks bleak. It has changed beyond all
recognition in the last few years. What it will be like in twenty

years’ time is best left to the imagination of a horror fiction
writer.
At the pulsating epicenter of Europe, German Chancellor Angela
Merkel takes on the role of Pied Piper of Hamelin, leading her
people and the rest of Europe to perdition. The Pope and his
cardinals, likewise, well cushioned at the Vatican from the harsh
realities
of
existence,
recommend
taking
in
even more “refugees”, equally indifferent to the impending
demise of Europe and the destruction of its indigenous people.
At the same time in Sweden, rape capital of the West, the
bovine Swedish government has come up with the bright idea of
offering “sniper training” to Muslim migrants, euphemistically
billing it as “target practice.” I’ll leave you to figure out who
the targets are most likely to be.
Only recently a young Swedish aid worker, Alexandra Mezher,
22, was knifed to death at a child refugee center in Gothenberg
by a fully grown Somalian asylum seeker pretending to be a
helpless child orphan. Many of the Muslim “child refugees” in
Sweden are in fact adults sporting bushy beards. (See
also here). In Stockholm, in 2015, a group of alleged “child
refugees” from North Africa brutally gang raped a Swedish
girl for several hours. Doubt the story if you wish, but reflect:
there are too many stories like this for all of them to be untrue.
No smoke without fire.
Even as I write, there is talk of the UK letting in a contingent
of 3000 refugee “children”. How many of these will have
beards is anyone’s guess.
Talking of beards, listen to this. Quick pan once again to
perfidious Albion, country of mist and melancholy—and now,
alas, of mad hatters. Step forward the Bishop of London, the
Right Reverend Richard Chartres, number three in the hierarchy
of the Church of England. He tells us he has just discovered a
brilliant way to win the hearts and minds of our Muslim
brothers. “Recover the hirsute tradition of earlier ages.” the
good Bishop solemnly advises his clergy. “Reach out to
Muslims by growing a beard.”
This episcopal advice to clergymen is being interpreted by the
intellectually challenged as advice to all men in general: grow
beards if you want Muslims to treat you with respect.
The world gets crazier by the minute.
There’s an old proverb that goes: “Those whom the gods wish to
destroy they first make mad.” If you prefer it in Latin, Quos
deus vult perdere, prius dementat.
DARK DAYS FOR EUROPE
Emerging from the green slime, here is Bill Maher, Jewish TV
host, comedian and political commentator, looking into his
crystal ball and having a nice gloat at the imminent demise of
the White race:
Some time in the distant future, brown people are probably
going to—and I say this without judgment—breed their way to
power in both Europe and America. Arab populations are
growing in countries like France and Holland, and I think we all
see where this Mexican thing is going in America.
That’s right, because they fuck more, the darker skinned people
are going to rule the world! And white people, for their own
self-preservation, should get a start on being nice to them now!
Nice!”
There’s no doubt about it. White genocide in the European
homelands is now underway. It is taking place right now, even
as you read these lines. And this has received the full support of
the organized Jewish community in Europe and the US. (See
also here). But we have also quoted a few individual Jews here
already: Barbara Spectre, General Wesley Clark, and Bill Maher,
and doubtle anti-White theorist Noel Ignatiev is on board with
this too. Let Israeli writer Yigal Ben-Nun have the last word:
“Arab migration has been the best thing that’s happened to
Europe in the past 50 years. Arabs in Europe are a fact of life.
It’s time we started to accept that there’s no way to block the
migration of Chinese, Pakistanis or Arabs to Europe. It’s true,
Europe won’t be what it once was, but that’s a good thing. The
more migrants from Africa and Asia who arrive, the better off
Europe will be. Sooner or later, their children and grandchildren
will marry into veteran European families and change the
demographics of their countries. Europe will be different.”
CONCLUSION
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The rape jihad we see suppurating in Europe like a black pus is
symptomatic of a killer disease. The evil end results of
multiculturalism and mass immigration can be highlighted and
summed up in two words: WHITE GENOCIDE. White genocide is
indeed the fate that awaits Europe, and then America and the
other homelands of the European people, unless this deadly
disease is brought swiftly under control.
I will round off this essay by posting a short video that says
more in five minutes than I have been able to say in 5000
words. Please don’t miss it. It is in French, with English
subtitles. Don’t let that deter you if English is your only
language. It’s not necessary to know French to be moved to
tears by the eloquence of this paean of praise to Europe and the
achievements of our ancestors.
This poignantly sad video, though triumphal and defiantly
optimistic in its tone, tells you what is at stake if we lose
Europe—our precious Mother Europe, source of our lifeblood and
all the values we hold dear.
***
Comments to Rape Jihad: Dark Days for Europe
Jeff
February 4, 2016 - 2:16 pm | Permalink
AnotherAmalekite: I live in Germany. Your assumption of
Germans being authoritarian is 100% false: Germans are the
most tolerant and polite people on earth. If you want to see the
opposite of Germans go to despotic Russia.
Merkel is not a Jewess! Up to 98-99 % of German politicians and
elites are not Jews, they are just traitors. People who accuse
anyone they don’t like of being a Jew can’t be taken
seriously.Reply
Veritas
February 4, 2016 - 2:10 pm | Permalink
The prospects for Europe look bleak, given that even its leaders
are now widely perceived as “not quite right in the head”. To
make matters worse, there are no strong men left to guard the
gates. A thick pall of liberalism, pathological altruism, and
feminized wimpishness hangs over the entire European
continent like a black cloud, portending certain doom.
===
Again, not really so much of a generalized “European” problem –
but waaayyy more of a kulturally insidious (contemporary)
German/Germanic problem:
Europe’s tragedy: Too much Angela Merkel, too little masculinity
— RT Op-Edge
https://www.rt.com/op-edge/329241-europes-tragedy-merkelimmigration/
*Die Männer von Deutschland should be looking East, and
paying closer and closer attention to Viktor Orban, and Vladimir
Putin, than their own useless “leaders” in the “West”.
ikat
February 4, 2016 - 10:34 am | Permalink
Norbert Knobloch zu Angela Merkel:
ANGELA MERKEL wird als erstes Kind von HORST KASNER, geb.
KAZMIERCZAK, und HERLIND KASNER, geb. JENTZSCH, in 1954
in Hamburg (nach unbestätigten Quellen allerdings in den
U.S.A.) geboren und bekommt den Namen ANGELA DOROTHEA
KASNER. Sie hat (angeblich) zwei Geschwister, Bruder Marcus
und Schwester Irene. Der Vater, uneheliches Kind von ANNA
RYCHLICKA KAZMIERCZAK und LUDWIK WOJCIECHOWSKI, ist
evangelischer Pfarrer; die Mutter, eine polnische Jüdin aus
Galizien…(this and more was posted some months ago on TOO
only in German.)
Norbert Knobloch* (my translation)
A Merkel was born as the first child of Horst Kasner, born
KAZMIERCZAK, and Herlind Kasner, born JENTZSCH, in 1954 in
Hamburg (acc to unconfirmed sources in the USA). Her name is
Angela Dorothea Kasner. She (allegedly) has two siblings,
brother Marcus and sister Irene. Her father, the illegitimate son
of
ANNA
RYCHLICKA
KAZMIERCZAK
and
LUDWIK
WOJCIECHOWSKI, is a protestant priest . Her mother is a Polish
Jewess from Galicia…
* N. Knobloch is a rather “colourful character “. He considers
himself to be a ‘spare time philosopher’, private lecturer and is
of the opinion that conventional medicine is a fraud, and petrol
can be extracted from sand. Above all he looks like an Indian
Guru. He has developed cancer and begs for donations for his

‘alternative medical treatment. He also has something to say abt
UFOs.
Unless I see a birth certificate, I prefer not to believe anything
from this source re her jewish mother. It is actually totally
immaterial whether she is Jewisch, Muslim, German or Polish.
Under her 10 year rule Germany is gone “kaputt” for good. AM
has , however, strikingly light blue eyes. There was in the past
another male chancellor with strikingly light blue eyes, (and
sporting a BIG nose) who also drove Germany against the
wall.But he did it the other way around., violating other
countries borders by crossing them, she does it by letting
invaders crossing Germany’s neighbours borders and into the
“fatherland”.
However, there is a Charlotte Knobloch, the former president of
the Jewish Community living in Germany. I don’t think there are
any family connections here!
Re AM:
For the time being I believe voltairenet
http://www.voltairenet.org/article186771.html
http://www.voltairenet.org/article145409.html
I found this quote in my ‘archives’:
“The Jewish people as a whole will be its own Messiah. It will
attain world domination by the dissolution of other races…and
by the establishment of a world republic in which everywhere
the Jews will exercise the privilege of citizenship. In this New
World Order the Children of Israel…will furnish all the leaders
without encountering opposition…” (Baruch Levy in a letter to
Karl Marx quoted in Revue de Paris, June 1, 1928, p. 574)
the above quote is apparently a ‘fake quote’. But even if it is a
fake, it is the truest fake I have ever read. And that in 1928.0
Veritas
February 4, 2016 - 12:38 pm | Permalink
It is actually totally immaterial whether she is Jewisch, Muslim,
German or Polish.
===
ikat – well, it is at least somewhat material what “her” (it’s)
ancestry is – since it is obvious that Sau “Merkel” (Kaźmierczak)
does seem to have quite the hatred for Germany in
“her” schwarzes herz (black heart). The family, at the very
least, has significant Polish (and possibly Jewish) ancestry from
the lands of eastern German settlement – and it seems she
descends from a long line of Verräter (traitors) in her
degenerate clan – some might even call ’em elender
Verräter (wretched traitors) – and, *most importantly*, sleazy
opportunists, above all.
Her grandpappy, Ludwik Kaźmierczak, was originally in the
German army during the First World War, who turned traitorturncoat, and fought with the ‘Entente’ in France after
surrendering and being taken prisoner. The contemporary
German lugenpresse (lying press) claims they “don’t really
know” if he fought and took up arms against Germany (yeah
riiiight).
After the war the part of the German Empire the traitor
Kaźmierczak came from was partitioned to Poland (Posen)
thanks to the Versailles Treaty, and sure enough, the first thing
the hypocrite did was immediately opt for German citizenship
rather than stay among his Polish “brothers”, moved to Berlin,
Germanized their family name from Kaźmierczak to Kasner in
1930 (to better facilitate crypsis, perhaps?!?). Sleazebag.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ludwig_Kasner
Then, her pappy, Whorst (Horst), goes from being an
alleged HitlerJugendmember (Hitler Youth), to after the war
voluntarily moving from Hamburg in West Germany to the
Communist DDR at the height of it’s repression – as a Lutheran
pastor, no less – where his kids become good Communist party
members … and Stasi informers.
No wonder that his nickname during the DDR times was “Red
Kasner”:
Kasner was regarded as a religious leader and idealist who did
not oppose the church governance or the policies of the Socialist
party, unlike Schönherr and Hanfried Müller (members of the
Weissensee Work Group (Weißenseer Arbeitskreis) standing in
opposition to dominant national-conservative trend of BerlinBrandenburg bishop Otto Dibelius). From a perspective of
governance, Kasner was considered one of the more
“progressive” forces. His nickname during GDR times, quoted
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repeatedly in the press, was “Red Kasner.” He was the longtime
director of the pastoral college in a key position within the
Evangelical Church in Berlin-Brandenburg. All theologians were
required as part of their education and training to spend some
time as a vicar with their second theological examination in
Templin. In this context there is little record of any pressure put
on pastors to conform to the system. Theologian Richard
Schröder wrote in 2004:
For me, Kasner was always trustworthy and certainly no
conformist. The Pastor’s College in Templin was always for us a
window on the West through means of Western lecturers and
Western literature. The theological speakers were not
handpicked to toe the line.
Kasner took trips abroad as part of the National Front and was
given the privilege of travelling to the West either by company
car or private vehicle, which could be procured through Genex.
On the other hand, his wife, Herlind, was forbidden to do so due
to her position as a GDR teacher. A recruitment effort by the
Stasi is presumed to have failed. Unlike the children in other
pastors’ families, the higher education of the Kasner children
was not impeded.
From the late 1960s onwards, Kasner criticised the social order
of West Germany, and he did not support reunification
Kasner’s regular interlocutors in terms of church politics were
Wolfgang Schnur and Clemens de Maizière, the father of the
later last GDR prime minister Lothar de Maizière. Schnur, later
chairman of the opposition party Democratic Awakening, was a
member of the Synod (cf. general assembly) of the Evangelical
Lutheran State Church of Mecklenburg and temporarily vice
president of the Synod of the Evangelical Church of the Union
and the Synod of the Federation of the Protestant Churches in
the GDR (Bund der Evangelischen Kirchen in der DDR). He was,
alongside the Synod of the Berlin-Brandenburg Church, one of
the earliest members of the Christian Democratic Union in East
Germany. Also negotiating alongside Kasner, Schnur, and de
Maizière with the East German government from 1979 to 1988
and its state secretary for church affairs, Klaus Gysi.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horst_Kasner
Ah, the Kaźmierczak-“Kasner” Klan, what opportunistic
schweinehund – loyal to any regime that will advance and serve
their personal interests – and evil ambitions.
*May God Almighty Himself save Heimat Europa from such
treacherous, evil untermenschen in the future.
Europa
February 4, 2016 - 9:18 am | Permalink
The destruction or breakup of Jewish-controlled America is the
only hope for Europeans.
We cannot rebel or else they will send Apache helicopters, B-2
and B-52 bombers.
You cannot blame the German people whose country is a
military and economic colony of the American Empire.
As usual this article is focused on symptoms not the problem.
Veritas
February 4, 2016 - 11:40 am | Permalink
We cannot rebel or else they will send Apache helicopters, B-2
and B-52 bombers.
You cannot blame the German people whose country is a
military and economic colony of the American Empire.
===
True, and very good point Europa, but how to explain the
behavior then of other Germanic countries, such as in Holland
and Scandinavia, where there is no American military presence
(putatively) forcing them to be subservient supplicants..??
ex South African
February 4, 2016 - 7:23 am | Permalink
Google translate this very insightful article today:
“He was the Secretary-General of the Central Council of Jews,
now he leads the Verfassungsschutz in Thuringia”
http://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/thueringensverfassungsschutzchef-den-scherbenhaufen-aufkehren-a1075530.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Office_for_the_Protection
_of_the_Constitution
Gotcha
February 4, 2016 - 5:33 am | Permalink
Chatter without action is an evolutionary dead end.

Get organised. Join nationalists and patriots in your area and
country i.e. Britain First, PEGIDA, Soldiers of Odin etc and
defend your womenfolk. Make maximum use of social media.
I personally often respond to girls and elderly women being
harrassed bypaki pack hunters and feral Blacks roaming in my
area. Chivalry is not dead.
Forget the fleckless police and a vile establishment run by Jews.
This is an undeclared war as Kai Murros calls it.
Fredrick Töben
February 4, 2016 - 4:00 am | Permalink
The aim in the battle for Europe is to realize the European Union
plan by enacting the Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan – the browning of
Europe – thereby creating a Eurasian landmass, which in effect
will
genocide
the
Europeans
as
an
ethnic
entity.
Juergen Graf has written a book about it: Der Geplante
Volkstod, which will soon appear in English.
http://www.amazon.de/Der-geplante-Volkstod-J%C3%BCrgenGraf/dp/3981752163
The unproductive Anglo-American financial imperium, which
relies on speculation in order to survive, has lined up with
Islamic Wahabism-Judaism in order to defeat the productive
Germans and its linked allies that also are still producing goods
such as Russia, China and Iran.
We live in interesting times –
Trenchant
February 3, 2016 - 9:57 pm | Permalink
http://mindbodypolitic.com/2015/09/03/angela-merkel-cryptocommunist-converso/
Altruistic or just pathological?
Cathy
February 3, 2016 - 7:01 pm | Permalink
I think there is more than one goal for their agenda in opening
the doors to the very people the West has been bombing for 15
years.
For one thing, Europeans have grown more and more partial to
Palestinians. This has enraged people like Netanyahu. The
flooding of Europe of Males of military age, who are LIKELY paid
to assault the natives, serves to anger and turn Europeans
towards the Israeli sympathy.
Second, it is like a huge revenge, that Jews never seem to be
able to extinguish in themselves.
Third, while the wars and invasions of the Middle East, that were
largely orchestrated by many Dual citizens of Israel, have
started the clearing out of the “greater Israel” areas (the Zionist
ideologists have been writing about for decades), there are still
too many displaced people who need to be cleared out, so they
open the doors to Europe and other Western/White nations.
I have to hand it to the Jews, they are simply brilliant for how
they have done this with such a small population of
people…..and then it is only a percentage of their small
population that has done this…..very amazing.
Sorry to give them a compliment but I do think it will back fire
on them someday though. By destroying the West they are
actually destroying themselves.
Bobby
February 3, 2016 - 8:23 pm | Permalink
Then, there’s the counter example of the white western anglo
saxon population that just gave it all away with hardly a
whimper. As the saying goes, It takes two to tango.”
Cathy
February 3, 2016 - 11:35 pm | Permalink
I really don’t think a lot of people understand the bigger picture
yet, although I do agree there are so many people that have
bought into the hive-mind with all this stuff.
Sgt. Pepper
February 3, 2016 - 11:31 pm | Permalink
I think there is more than one goal for their agenda in opening
the doors to the very people the West has been bombing for 15
years.
It does seem that way.
The Jewish strategy seems to be to set groups against one
another. The Jews do this both within nations (by promoting
ethnic conflict, class conflict, sexual conflict, etc.) and between
nations (by promoting war).
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There is a genetic basis for Jewish behavior; it is hard-wired and
thus inflexible. This is why the Jews always go too far; this is
why the Jews cannot seem to learn from experience.
JM
February 4, 2016 - 4:21 am | Permalink
@Cathy
I agree with you and have made the same points in blogs many
times.
But I see the Jews as a kept people. It is platitudinous to say
that most Jews aren’t in on – aware of – the core issues. I think
they are what we might call “social padding” – making up the
numbers, able to be turned on and off by the central Zionist
actors. I am of the view that they are a “Kept Elite” (NOT
victims, nor fully autonomous), but maintained as propagators
of the “Extreme Wish” of the broad global-capitalist elite as
kinds of “protected pioneers” of the current, next, outrage
against the status quo.
In this context, the unchallenged Holocaust wasn’t just a
product of the “Jewish Mind’, but part of the protection by their
new benefactors.
The (“once”) parasite had achieved their ambition of being
sought after, an essential component of their host.* This is at
the very root of the apparent Jewish control over the European
politicians (like Merkel in the current outrage, NOT a “Gun at her
head”). And this is the source of the unspeakable “arrogance”
expressed in the public utterances of Mmes
e.g.
Horrible Jewish woman moves to Europe to destroy western
culture
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tFsgo7S8n4
German Jew Anetta Kahane Calls For White Genocide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QpQgJBmgymM
and German politician Gregor Gysi calls native Germans “Nazis”
and their extinction “fortunate”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riQh4Qpvxm4
*this was the state which existed with the cash starved regional
nobility prior to the establishment of the nations states…though
their power existed after this too**…then it faced the possibility
– for a historical period of being corrected at the level of the
then non-globalised capitalist state power with mass support.
**Evidence for power in this state:
(after recent article by Andrew Joyce)
“Was Nietzsche bold or stupid? As stated above, I don’t think he
quite fully grasped the scale of the ethnic conflict subtly playing
out in Germany at that time, or the sheer power already
enjoyed by Jews. For someone of his (then lowly) position, his
1872 lecture appears to me as a step too soon. Wagner had of
course taken even further steps against Jewish influence — but
the older man possessed significantly more stature and
legitimacy. Nietzsche sent his lecture notes to Wagner on
February 4, and the composer replied cautiously. Wagner, who
was fully aware of the damage that could be wrought by Jews
on lone targets like himself, responded: “I say to you: that’s the
way it is. … But I am concerned about you, and wish with my
entire heart that you don’t ruin yourself.” Cosima, Wagner’s
wife, also wrote to Nietzsche expressing concern. Starting by
citing Goethe (‘Everything significant is uncomfortable’), she
said that his ‘boldness’ and ‘bluntness’ surprised her. In a later
letter she makes her concerns more explicit, stating that she
wanted him to take some “maternal” advice so that he should
“avoid stirring up a hornet’s nest” :
Do you really understand me? Don’t mention the Jews, and
especially not en passant; later, when you want to take up this
gruesome fight, in the name of God, but not at the very outset,
so that on your path you won’t have all this confusion and
upheaval. I hope you don’t misunderstand me: you know that in
the depths of my soul I agree with your utterance. But not now
and not in this way.’ “
Veritas
February 3, 2016 - 6:25 pm | Permalink
“…their very governments are led by guilt-ridden pathological
altruists like Angela Merkel”
===
Somewhat disagree here, in that Sau Merkel may be
pathological, but she is not “guilt-ridden” – nor likely an
“altruist” in any real, meaningful sense of the word. Where was

the “altruism” for example, for the Greeks in the Euro crisis last
summer…?!? She/it is not a “pathological altruist” – but
apathological status-seeker.
Sau Merkel and company really embody the basest and darkest
of human motives, not the ‘noblest’: that of greed, narcissism
and vanity.
Veritas
February 3, 2016 - 6:37 pm | Permalink
And pathological, effeminate status-seeking/signaling – NOT
(necessarily) pathological “altruism” – is a pathologically Nordic
mental trait, and profound emotional weakness.
Let us pray to God this profoundly selfish attitude on the part of
highly emotionally insecure Nordics changes, for the sake of
their survival – and for the continued existence and survival of
Western civilization.
Sgt. Pepper
February 3, 2016 - 7:28 pm | Permalink
Where was the “altruism” for example, for the Greeks in the
Euro crisis last summer…?
The Greeks are fellow Europeans; they are white. “Altruism” is
only for non-whites.
AnotherAmalekite
February 4, 2016 - 1:27 am | Permalink
The Greeks are fellow Europeans; they are white. “Altruism” is
only for non-whites.
If you think for one second that the Germans would think of
Greeks, or anyone else south of the Austrian border, as their
equal in any sense, you’re wrong.
Commenter Veritas is quite right in pointing out that the
behavior of Germans and their politicians is not due to either
WW2 guilt, nor feelings of altruism.
Yet, I also disagree with commenter Veritas’ notion that Merkel’s
actions are due to personal character traits, such as greed and
vanity.
Let me explain.
From time to time, an article is published, or a comment made
here at TOO, that inadvertently but accurately describes the
post-war attitude not only of German politicians, but of Germans
in general – and it is an attitude that can hardly be described as
“feeling guilty”, or being altruistic.
For example, a commenter here at TOO not too long ago wrote
that, back in the 1970s or 1980s, chancellor Helmut Schmidt
wanted to repatriate the Turkish guest workers then in
Germany. (According to the commenter, the idea was nixed by
the US.) That does not strike me as a politician who had any
guilt feelings about WW2 or who was “pathologically altruistic”.
Another example which disproves the notion of German WW2
guilt was the recent article, published here at TOO just last
month, which translated the introduction of Thilo Sarrazin’s
book. In this introduction, Sarrazin writes in regard to the first
50 years after WW2:
“And despite the fact that around 90% of the ruling class and
the bureaucracy were willing accomplices of the Nazi
dictatorship,
their
efficacy
in
leading
the
country’s
reconstruction was in no way affected.”
The fact that former Nazi officials made up a large percentage of
Germany’s post-war bureaucracy is a well-known fact. All a
person has to do is read the Wikipedia writeup on the first postwar chancellor, Konrad Adenauer, who didn’t like the fact that
he had to include them in his government because of the
scarcity of experienced non-Nazi functionaries at the time.
Anyone who thinks that these bureaucrats felt guilty about WW2
is nuts, plain and simple.
I myself was born in (West) Germany in 1960 and emmigrated
to the US in 1971, at the age of almost 11. After that, I returned
to Germany about every other year on visits, until 1981. That
was the last time I was in Germany.
At no time did I ever see any evidence of WW2 guilt or
pathological altruism among the people I associated with. Quite
the contrary (without going into details).
So, while it’s been 35 years since I last visited Germany, I know
things in Europe simply don’t change that quickly. I can accept
that perhaps attitudes regarding recent German history might
be somewhat softer than they were during the 1950s through
the 1970s, when most of the people that experienced WW2
were still alive (and many angry about it, especially the
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aforementioned bureaucrats), but I simply cannot accept that
the German attitudes would have become as submissive as
they’ve been made out to be in the various white advocacy
websites, the vast majority of which are based in the US and
run by Americans who’ve never lived in Europe.
And while I’m at it, let me dispel a notion regarding the general
prohibition of Nazi symbols in Germany, including giving the
“Hitler salute” and using Nazi expressions such as “Sieg Heil”,
because it relates to the issue of WW2 guilt.
It is true that during the first two or three decades after WW2
this prohibition sought to help prevent a resurgence, or at least
a popularity, of Nazism, but the 1980s this was largely no longer
the case, mainly because all of those previously mentioned exNazi bureaucrats were all retired or deceased.
Yet, throughout this time, and especially since the 1980s, the
reasons for the anti-Nazi prohibitions morphed into something
else, namely, that it was used to prevent people from calling
Germans Nazis.
Germans generally have a very stubborn, authoritarian
character, even to the point of surliness. Get into an argument
with Germans in Germany (or most other places in Europe) and
you can call them anything you want, except what most of them
really are, authoritarian control freaks, ie, Nazis. Do so and you
risk arrest, a fine and/or imprisonment.
In other words, they’ve got their own version of the jewish
prohibition against criticizing them.
No, concerning the current state of affairs in Germany, there are
other, deeper political machinations going on here, the most
likely of which probably having to do with Germany’s desire to
more closely align with Russia, which of course is vehemently
opposed by the US/UK/Zio interests.
There is also Germany’s desire to maintain the European Union,
which it dominates (unfortunately, in my opinion), because the
educated/political class in Germany knows that if they are to
have much influence in world affairs, or even European affairs,
their powers must extend past the borders of Germany. This too
is opposed by the US/UK/Zio.
In my opinion, the US/UK/Zionist orchestrated influx of Muslims
into Germany is being done as a warning as to what might
happen if Germany were to align itself more closely with Russia.
Beyond that I can’t explain it, but the notion that Germans,
including their politicians, are doing these things out of guilt or
altruism is simplistic and absurd on the face of it.
It also seems that many of the article authors that claim these
things have never even lived in Germany and write their
simplistic opinions based mainly from the perspective of
American white advocates. They have no idea of the ethnic
animosities that exist in Europe, or that they are just as strong
as the racial animosities that exist in the US – but anyway, I’m
digressing into other subjects, so I’ll leave it at that.
Germany guilty or altruistic?
Laughable.
Veritas
February 4, 2016 - 2:00 pm | Permalink
The Greeks are fellow Europeans; they are white. “Altruism” is
only for non-whites.
===
Hence, my point is made Sgt, that the current generation of
verräter effeminate twerps in Germany is waaayyy more
motivated out of a desire for status-signaling (status-whoring)
than they are out of any real sense of sincere concern,
kindheartedness and “altruism” – sincetrue altruism would be
‘color-blind’.
I mean really, where is the “humanitarian concern” on the part
of the contemporary Germans – and other naive Europeans –
when the globalists within the EU-SSR – and their slavemasters
in the USSA – subvert, degrade, and destroy one innocent
Muslim country after another (either through American neo-CON
style direct invasions/overthrowing of governments .. or the
more insidious “humanitarian interventions” and economic,
financial subversions favored by the “Left”) on behalf of the neocohen, zionist war-whores, in their maniacal, kabbalistic
delusion to create “Greater Israel” – which is the primary,
principal reason for the “migrant crisis” in the first
place…?!?!?!?!?

*Ya just don’t get the social brownie-points having compassion
for destitute Greeks, as you do advocating for the trendy,
‘fashionable’ cause of championing third-world race replacement
against your own people, I suppose.
Veritas
February 3, 2016 - 6:05 pm | Permalink
The prospects for Europe look bleak, given that even its leaders
are now widely perceived as “not quite right in the head”. To
make matters worse, there are no strong men left to guard the
gates. A thick pall of liberalism, pathological altruism, and
feminized wimpishness hangs over the entire European
continent like a black cloud, portending certain doom.
==
No, these awful traits do not hang over the whole European
continent, but they are almost exclusive to the Nordic countries,
and other lands in northwestern Europe.
As we have seen with Hungary, Poland, the Czech Republic, and
other Slavic lands, these emphatically *are not* problems for
the men in eastern Europe, and to a somewhat lesser extent,
the countries of Latin, southern Europe.
J.M.
February 3, 2016 - 5:27 pm | Permalink
Merkel should consider Henry Kissinger’s words very carefully
(and study The Tribe’s history from Tacitus forward) as she
requires her country to pay with its life for sins it has accepted:
“It is not a matter of what is true that counts, but a matter of
what is perceived to be true.” (Henry Kissinger)
Bobby
February 3, 2016 - 8:28 pm | Permalink
Or as one white nationalist said during a policy speech recently,
” I think the truth is sometimes overrated.”
Bobby
February 3, 2016 - 3:36 pm | Permalink
I only want to say that I always appreciate greatly, a Dr.
Darkmoon analysis. No fooling around with niceties.
Celt Darnell
February 3, 2016 - 3:15 pm | Permalink
Anyone who does not recognize that, by their behavior alone,
these are invaders — pure and simple — is either a knave or a
fool.
Assaulting the women and helping themselves to whatever they
can get their hands on is the traditional behavior of conquering
armies throughout history.
Angela Merkel should be executed for high treason.
Juan Valiñas
February 3, 2016 - 2:45 pm | Permalink
Angela Merkel, the “Guilt-ridden traumatized leader of a deeply
traumatized nation” being her real-maiden name Rebbeka
Kasner Jentsch daughter of a jew mother doesn’t seem very
guilt-ridden by the “holocaust” to me, quiet the opposite. Seems
someone full of hate against the German people.
Sgt. Pepper
February 3, 2016 - 7:30 pm | Permalink
Angela Merkel, the “Guilt-ridden traumatized leader of a deeply
traumatized nation” being her real-maiden name Rebbeka
Kasner Jentsch daughter of a jew mother
Do you have proof Merkel is half-Jewish?
gubbler chechenova
February 3, 2016 - 1:53 pm | Permalink
White folks need to make a race-ist argument for why nonwhites should support immigration restrictionism. White folks
need to remind non-whites that the West will be better for nonwhite minorities IF the West remains majority white. If the West
turns majority non-white, it will not only be worse for whites but
for non-whites.
After all, non-white immigration trends are very race-ist or raceselective and race-conscious. Non-whites want to move to white
nations with white rule and white majority.
How many Mexicans, Asians, Arabs, Muslims, Jews, Hindus, and
etc. want to move to black Africa, brown Arabia, and etc? They
might go there to find temporary work, but if they wanna
permanently settle down in a new nation, they almost always
prefer white nations.
Yellow Asians want to move to Australia, New Zealand, Canada,
America, or EU. They don’t want to move to black Africa, brown
Arabia, curry India, Gomez Mexico, and etc. Indeed, most
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yellows would rather to move to a ‘white nation’ than to another
yellow nation. They feel white rule is more fair than yellow rule.
And this is no less true of Muslims. Muslims and Arabs are
trekking to white Europe. They are NOT going to black Africa or
Arab states. Some will say it has nothing to do with race and
everything to do with economics. But as any honest person can
notice, white folks run a better economy than non-whites do.
It’s been said the migrants don’t seek refugee in places in Saudi
Arabia because the Kingdom won’t take them. But even if the
Kingdom did open its arms, the migrants will choose to go to EU
with more wealth, freedom, and rule of law. (Too much rule of
law, in fact. Europeans are so into rule of law that they obey
even crazy PC laws that hurt their own racial and territorial
survival. When rule of law has gone crazy, whites must use rule
of claw and claw back to victory.)
Now, all these immigration/migration patterns are race-ist since
they show that non-whites prefer white nations over non-white
ones. Also, they prefer to live under white rule than even the
rule by their own kind. So many Asian Indian dotkins prefer
white rule than dotkin rule. So many Chinee prefer white rule
than kungpao rule. So many Korons–Korean morons–prefer
white rule over Koron rule.
And then, look at all them Mexers pouring into the Gringonia.
The tacoheads say all sorts of bad stuff about the gringo, but
they would rather live under Grande Gringo, work for Grande
Gringo, and follow the lead of Grande Gringo than live under
Gomez Inc. Mexers may badmouth gringos, but they trust
gringos much more than Mexicans who too often act like
Mapache in THE WILD BUNCH and Juan in DUCK YOU SUCKER.
So, in terms of what they actually do(as opposed to what they
say), Mexers are ‘racist’ against their own kind and pro-race-ist
in favor of white rule. Mexers think white rule is superior to
brown rule. If they thought otherwise, they would choose to
remain in Mexico and live under brown rule. But so many
Mexers move all over America to live white rule because white
man is more likely to act like Will Kane in HIGH NOON than Tuco
in THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY. Sadly, there are too
many Tucos in Mexico. To be sure, the Great White Man ain’t so
great any more since he’s been castrated and cucked by the
GLOB. But even so, white rule is still better than non-white rule.
As silly as Jeb Bush may be, would you rather live in a society
ruled by people like Jeb or by the likes of Al Sharpton, Luis
Guiterrez, Clockboy’s father, or George Too Gay Takei?
So, most immigration choices are race-ist. If not, most would-be
immigrants would choose by lot what nation to emigrate too:
white nation, black nation, yellow nation, brown nation, or etc.
But almost always, their main preference is white nation. I
mean if you were a Paki, would you rather move to India, China,
Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, or the UK? Of course, you
would choose UK if you’re sane. So, immigration preferences are
race-ist and based on the assumption that whites run politics,
society, law, and economy better all other races combined.
Indeed, countless non-whites prefer white rule even over rule by
their own kind. Why so many Chinee come here than live under
yellow power in Middling Kingdom? Because white man treat
yellow like dog-as-pet, but yellow man treat yellow like dog-tobeat-and-eat. (Non-whites value Western societies not only
because of superior white rule but because of superior white
civic involvement. In black societies, too many jaffers run
around like lunatics, chuck spears, and holler like crazies. It is
too anarcho-animalistic. In Asian societies and Mexico, too many
people lack the individuality, courage, and conviction when
something is wrong with society. Too many individuals are
weak-willed like Hello Kitty or Guillermo. So, there is excessive
corruption based on seniority and connections since most people
just keep their heads low instead of having the guts to cry foul
on it. In contrast, white folks have illustrated the Goldilocks
rule. They are more independent-minded and critical of the
system than yellows or browns are, but they are not crazy like
jaffers who riot, loot, and act like baboons. Non-whites prefer
the white society not only because of its superior use of power
but its superior check on power. Indeed, even in criticism of
power, the non-whites are incapable of coming up with their
own ideas and instead only ape/imitate Western forms of
‘progressivism’. Look at all the lamo non-whites bitching about
‘micro-aggressions’ and etc that was cooked up by white SWPL

types. Anyway, why is diversity bad for Western society? It not
only undermines superior white rule — as whites lose in
numbers and must politically pander to non-white dolts — but
also undermines superior white civic-mindedness. As Robert
Putnam has shown, white gentiles become less involved, less
engaged, and less committed to social justice when diversity
increases. People begin to hunker down. Indeed, the popularity
of Bernie Sanders in overwhelmingly white communities shows
that homogeneity correlates with civic-dutifulness. Sanders may
be kooky and stuff, but his followers tend to be most idealistic…
and very white. Increasing diversity means Jews can play more
PC dirty games to create havoc among the gentiles and bait
‘white guilt’. But even without PC, people tend to be more
cynical and alienated when there’s too much diversity as people
of different races and cultures don’t seem like YOUR OWN
PEOPLE. You always feel like you have to watch what you say
lest someone be offended. If white folks don’t speak truth to
power, non-whites won’t do it either. Blacks are vocal, but their
politics are so dumb; it’s all about bullying and rioting, which
undermines rule of law. As for non-black minorities, they lack
originality and their ONLY form of criticism is spouting slogans
planted in their minds by Jewish-homo elites. Such antics only
go to demoralize whites even more. Also, as diversity increases,
even white critics of power tend to focus more attention on
dumb issues like ‘inclusion’ than on real corruption. Also, PC
whites seem to think things will automatically improve if whites
lose power and non-whites gain more power. In fact, evidence
shows that things get worse when non-whites gain more
power.)
Of course, given the rules of PC, so many non-whites bitch and
hiss about ‘white privilege’ and ‘white power’. They complain
that their own kind don’t have enough power in the US. But if
they want to live in a system dominated by their own kind, all
they have to do is GO BACK HOME. But uh oh, they don’t want
to live under the rule/power of their own kind. So, they are
actually more ‘racist’ against their own kind than white people
are. If Asian-Indian Americans aren’t happy cuz America isn’t
ruled by their own kind, all they gotta do is go back to India and
live under dotkin rule. Who is stopping them? And who forced
them to come to US, Canada, or Australia?
It’s possible that such most non-whites may not be griping so
much and may indeed be nice to whites IF IT WEREN’T FOR THE
FACT THAT JEWS CONTROL ACADEMIA, MEDIA, AND CULTURE
AND ENCOURAGE NON-WHITES TO HATE, HATE, AND HATE
WHITES. Making non-whites hate whites is a diversionary tactic
to prevent non-whites from noticing that most whites are nice
people and that the REAL VENAL POWER in the West is actually
held by the Jews.
Blacks bitch so much about ‘racism’, but they don’t want to live
under black rule in Africa. Despite all the stuff they SAY, in
terms of what they actually DO, blacks are ‘racist’ against black
rule cuz they can’t stand it. Also, blacks usually fight and kill
other blacks cuz they can’t stand one another. And black men
often go for non-black women cuz they can’t stand crazy black
women who be acting crazy.
The fact that so many non-whites want to get away from their
own rule — Chinese get away from Chinese rule, Indians get
away from Indian rule, Nigerians get away from Nigerian rule,
Mexicans get away from Mexican rule, Egyptians get away from
Egyptian rule, etc. — means that they intuitively feel that it’s
much better to live in a white-ruled social/political/economic
order. Deep down inside, they feel that white rule is superior.
And in order to ensure white rule, a democracy needs white
majority that elects white rulers.
So, it is in the interest of non-whites to live in a nation that is
majority white and white-ruled. If not, why do non-whites
decide to forever depart from their own homeland to live under
white rule in Western nations? After all, NO ONE forced them.
If Chinese don’t like white rule and want to live under Chinee
rule, go back to China.
If Indians don’t like white rule and want to live under Indian
rule, go back to India.
If Mexicans don’t like white rule and want to live under Mexican
rule, go back to Mexico.
If Nigerians don’t like white rule and want to live under Nigerian
rule, go back to Nigeria.
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If Indonesians don’t like white rule and want to live under
Indonesia rule, go back to Indonesia.
If Filos don’t like white rule and want to live under Filo rule, go
back to Philippines.
Etc, etc, etc.
Also, if immigration is about helping to build and expand
economies, shouldn’t immigrants move to the poorest nations
and help them out? Why do immigrants want to come to nations
that are already technologically advanced, economically
developed, and very rich? It would be like a doctor trying to help
a healthy person.
It would be like an ordinary person helping a rich person.
If immigration is indeed a panacea of economic growth and
prosperity, then immigrants ought to be idealistic &
conscientious about the good they can do and go the poorest
nations and work hard to develop the economy there.
But they just want to come to rich nations and suck off the
prosperity, all the while being brainwashed by Jewish
propaganda and black attitudes to HATE WHITEY.
Rerevisionist
February 4, 2016 - 3:26 am | Permalink
This doesn’t take account of realities. The world has been run in
secret, in many of the biggest issues, by Jews. Jews have had in
effect alliances with whites, with many catastrophic effects – for
example Cromwell, Napoleon, both World Wars, and much 3rd
world devastation: e.g. China, South Africa, Vietnam. Much of
the move to white countries is because (so far) white countries
on balance have had net improvement. And this is
unquestionably related to ‘IQ’ and ethical teachings. You’re
ignoring this (who knows what might have happened without
Jews?) and you’re also ignoring the massive funding by Jews for
population movement by people traffickers and race traitor
politicians: without this I doubt there would have been anything
like as much movement, as is shown by the fact that desperate
actions to get black Africans to move were made e.g. by british
officials under Blair.
Michael Adkins
February 3, 2016 - 1:40 pm | Permalink
You are making it harder than it is!
We are talking about individuals who have had their egos fed to
the point that each believes he or she was born to “bark” orders
at people like you and I.
Our problem is we don’t yet realize our lives, and the lives of
our children, mean nothing to them.
Rerevisionist
February 3, 2016 - 1:24 pm | Permalink
Merkel is a Jew. The whole foundation of this essay is nonsense.
Sgt. Pepper
February 3, 2016 - 7:33 pm | Permalink
Merkel is a Jew.
Do you have proof?
Rerevisionist
February 4, 2016 - 3:28 am | Permalink
Look on Internet. Remember that ‘Jew’ is an elastic concept.
Curmudgeon
February 4, 2016 - 7:36 am | Permalink
I could care less if she is a Jew or a Jain. Her actions are
treasonous, and dealt with accordingly.
I Am an Immigrant, Too
February 3, 2016 - 12:03 pm | Permalink
There is also a lot of bullcrap coming from some of these insane
bloggers, that are spreading the so-called “Truth” all over the
Internet. Here is a statement that one of them, introduced by
another one as “an eloquent critic of Zionism” has posted on his
page not long ago:
“Those who brought the migrants into Europe did not expect the
positive side-effect these refugees may have on the European
populations in helping speed up their awakening to the Jewish
problem. This could perhaps explain the well planned and well
organized ‘rape parties’ that allegedly took place over New
Year’s Eve, to divert anger and attention away, far away from
the usual suspects.”
This man is a Muslim. He is running multiple pages on Facebook
and other hosts. And he is not alone. Here is an excerpt from a
text posted by one of his associates, also a Muslim:

“The German people now, in their vast majority, are a disgrace
to their history, their heritage, their glorious past. Lost souls,
debauched souls who love their debauchery, who take it as
freedom and who believe that they are the light upon Europe in
showing us the way forward.”
She, the blogger, read about a German farmer that noticed “his
once friendly flock of sheep were beginning to shy away from
human contact.” So, “he rigged a CCTV camera in the rafters of
his barn to discover multiple men sneaking in during the night to
sexually abuse his beloved livestock.” There is no question for
her about those men: the Germans!
These decadent, lustful burghers. Shame on them! And she goes
on:
“As I tell everyone, Muslims do not drink, do not do drugs, do
not have sex outside marriage and do not rape. I hope we will
see an extensive apology from Lasha Darkmoon, who
disappointingly jumped on the islamophobia bandwagon too.”
Excuse me for quoting here such a preposterous crap, but this is
the kind of trend that is going to increase.
These people are hardcore believers, and their belief is that
“Allah will perish all religions except Islam” (Sunan Abu-Dawud,
37:4310). Their “prophet” tells them: “O ye who believe! take
not the Jews and the Christians for your friends and protectors:
They are but friends and protectors to each other. And he
amongst you that turns to them (for friendship) is of them”
(Qur’an, 5:51). It is expected that all decent folks should accept
their “religion” because, as soon as decent folks are informed
about the glorious teachings of Islam, all of them are going to
proclaim: “What cause can we have not to believe in Allah and
the truth which has come to us, seeing that we long for our Lord
to admit us to the company of the righteous?” (Qur’an, 5:84).
And those of them not among the good folks should become
“companions of Hell-fire”.
I am using quotation marks speaking of such “religions” because
these ideological cults are nothing but tools of control and
manipulation. These “religions” promise something like grace
and bring nothing but fear and hatred. And there has been more
than enough of fear and hatred for Europe in the past, coming
from one of such “religions”. Is it coming back?
Miche Kundry
February 3, 2016 - 11:13 am | Permalink
Sick of all the PC anti-white doodles on Google?
Go here:
http://altrightdoodlesearch.blogspot.com/
Cooler than google.
Mr Curious
February 3, 2016 - 10:49 am | Permalink
Groping, swearing, flashing, masturbating in a sauna, defecating
in a pool,aculating in a hot tub and rioting.
You only write disparigingly about these exotic practices
because of your postcolonial, White priveleged and authoritarian
position. I say we shoild all engage in these practices to help our
Thord World friends feel at home.
wiggins
February 3, 2016 - 2:27 pm | Permalink
LOL…..some of our fellow brethren are well practised in these
vices…
Curmudgeon
February 3, 2016 - 9:22 am | Permalink
In my opinion, everyone, whether political leader or citizen, who
has allowed or supported this invasion, has committed treason –
a betrayal of the country and of the citizens of it. This applies
particularly to the likes of Merkel, who has unilaterally declared
laws and international treaties to be ignored. She is not alone,
they all deserve to be swinging from lamp posts.
Consan Guine
February 3, 2016 - 11:45 am | Permalink
Yes, we all know that the traitors must swing, and everything
that they have accumulated must be destroyed. Including all
feminuts who have no business governing men. Maybe this
insanity is their way of crying for help; a slap across the face to
ground the neurotic women? BUT, the men, who alone can save
their land, are not cooperating, not planning together, not
moving as one against the OBVIOUS ENEMY, not prepared to
watch each others backs whilst the invaders are dealt to. There
are no leaders to inspire the fighters and no standard to muster
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under. It’s all in every direction at once. Unfocused. The female
element, fear of violence, is rampant.
The women, the police, the Government are suicidal.
Perhaps, a total disregard of pretend authority is needed?
Attrition to all who oppose law and order and common sense.
@ anonymous = good expose of what I’ve suspected.
Luke
February 3, 2016 - 1:54 pm | Permalink
I agree with Curmudgeon 1,000 percent. In fact, I cannot see
how these ‘leaders’ and / or their citizen accomplices can be
permitted to escape the capital punishment that every last one
of them have earned by their participation in a conspiracy to
genocide the indigenous and native White populations of their
respective nations.
There can be no amnesties or pardons or sympathy or even an
ounce of compassion shown towards these race treasonous
White rats – once European Nationalists assume control over
their nations. They must be put on trial, charged and convicted
of conspiring to genocide their own people, and then awarded
the short end of a long rope as their punishment.
Floda
February 3, 2016 - 4:22 pm | Permalink
I am reasonably competent in German and fully expect a visit
from our Secret Police because I have posted on many dozens
of German YouTube clips that Merkel is, ‘a polish Jew’ whose
background was concealed by Germany’s leftist deep state and
that she’s doing this knowing the Millions of young Muslim males
(without girlfriends) are a biological weapon aimed at the
destruction of German ethnicity.
As such the German Government has declared war against the
people. I have called for German men to take up arms, make up
a list of names and start assassinating the Elites involved in this
attack on their Volk. When snipers start taking them out it will
get their attention. This was very effective in Hungary back in
1956 when the Hungarians woke up to their Zionist Hostile elites
and began shooting them as they stepped out of their
Government offices.
Merkel and her Cabal are betting the German males,
brainwashed for 70 years are so pussyfied with shame and guilt
that they will never rise as did the Hungarians 60 years ago. I
say they are wrong, they simply do not understand what an
utter outrage they have committed against the German Volk.
Let’s hope that becomes DEAD wrong!
T. J.
February 3, 2016 - 5:06 pm | Permalink
You can hide from the bad guys with this [good reviews]:
https://www.privateinternetaccess.com/
Floda
February 3, 2016 - 7:32 pm | Permalink
Thanks T.J. but I fear it is too late, I have posted hundreds over
the past six months. The good thing is I don’t live in Germany,
my family emigrated from there in 1953, I was 8 and in the
third grade at school. If I lived there today I’d be joining a
violent uprising, what the hell at my age. I just hope the
German men who who matter can get grandfathers Mauser or
Luger cleaned, oiled up and working in time
Sgt. Pepper
February 3, 2016 - 7:40 pm | Permalink
I have posted on many dozens of German YouTube clips that
Merkel is, ‘a polish Jew’ whose background was concealed by
Germany’s leftist deep state
Do you have actual proof? I suspect that its just a rumor.
Red Onions
February 4, 2016 - 4:27 am | Permalink
“I have posted on many dozens of German YouTube clips that
Merkel is, ‘a polish Jew’ whose background was concealed by
Germany’s leftist deep state.”
This pdf link has researched Merkel’s Jewish origins.
“Merkel is Jewish”
http://www.angelfire.com/wizard/pixie666/Merkel_Is_Jewish_.p
df
ex South African
February 4, 2016 - 6:49 am | Permalink
Corresponding reports are on the increase, for instance this:
“Detailed research reveals Angela Merkels carefully hidden
heritage:

– Grandmother a Galicean jew
– Father a Pole
– Both polish grandfathers fought against Germany in WW1
Angela Merkel is the first child of Horst Kasner, born
Kazmierczak, and Herlind Kasner, born Jentzsch (according to
intelligence sources in the US), was born in 1954 in Hamburg
and gets the name Angela Dorothea Kasner.
She has (supposedly) two siblings, brother Marcus and sister
Irene. The father, an illegitimate child of Anna Rychlicka
Kazmierczak and Ludwik Wojciechowski, is a Protestant
minister; the mother, a Polish jew from Galicia, a teacher. Her
maternal grandfahter was Ludwik Kazmierczak, came from
Poznan and fought in World War I against Germany.
A photo of her cousin second degree, her fathers cousin and
nephews of her grandfather, the 79-year old retired bookkeeper
Zygmunt Rychlicki, appears in the Polish newspaper “Gazeta
Wyborcza”. The picture shows her grandfather in the uniform of
the so-called ‘Haller Army’, a unit of Poles who fought in the
French Army against Germany.
http://www.mmnews.de/index.php/politik/12984-merkel2”
Source: “Der Südafrika-Deutsche/the S.A. German, a bimonthly newsletter by Kontak Uitgewers/Publishers, P.O. Box
7174, Pretoria, 0001, Nov 2015 (English edition).
The newsletter is dead cheap, about €30 per annum, with
articles in German, sometimes some in Afrikaans and in English,
and full of inside news behind the news on South Africa and
Germany.
PaleoAtlantid
February 4, 2016 - 4:17 am | Permalink
The film Day of the Jackal provides a good blueprint of what is
required. There must be some ‘professional’ living in retirement
who would relish the challenge and not be too concerned by any
monetary reward.
anonymous
February 3, 2016 - 9:10 am | Permalink
Thank you for this blog. I just read the link below. Please do a
similar essay on Bill O’Reilly, the Fox News Jew who pretends to
be a conservative while passive aggressively being anti-white,
speaking every night to an audience of sheeple who think that
Fox News is a “conservative” alternative.
You could, I bet, uncover a similar back story regarding
O’Reilly’s connections — how did he end up where he is? Merely
watching him on the air, such as when Trump is humiliating
him, shows his Jewish mannerisms. When he gets flustered, his
inner Jew comes out.
But I am interested in the type of in depth analysis and
reporting that you do. Who are his parents? What Jewish
connections and networking led to Bill O’Reilly being the national
figure with the national megaphone on MSM that he has today?
The Trump phenomenon has really caused me to hone in on
O’Reilly, and anyone with eyes can see that he is a snake. Let
me guess; his real name, or his father’s real name is not even
O’Reilly, or his mother’s name is Steinberg or something like
that, right?
I am a goy lawyer and have been for nearly 20 years now,
practicing litigation every day. (If I could go back in time, I
would not have become a lawyer, but we all make decisions
when we are 19 and not fully informed.) I have linked to your
blog many times on other “alt right” blogs, with the comment
that every white lawyer who has practiced law in any city for
any length of time gets it. Your descriptions of the verbosity and
talking just to hear their own voice combined with willingness to
have no moral compass and simply misrepresent facts and law,
is on point. The Jews completely dominate the legal profession,
not just the US Supreme Court that gave us Obergefell, but also
all of the state courts, and all of the law firms. They create all of
the litigation. To them, it is a game. May the trickiest, most
aggressive snake win. They create bullshit arguments that do
not pass the laugh test, and circular reason and circular reason
until they eventually end up believing their own lies. They try to
confuse the judge and opposing counsel until up is down and
down is up.
I could go on. I used to have a blog and I wrote a long essay on
this topic. Every goy lawyer who gets it (a real conservative)
knows what I am talking about.
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And you have written other similar articles, about Jewish overrepresentation in academia, etc (one article about the corporate
deal lawyer) — it’s all about connections, aggressiveness, and
tribal loyalty, not actual merit. They are not nearly as smart as
they think they are.
For them the only question is “what is good for the Jew?” and
win or lose — no “right” or “wrong” or what is good for the
majority of the host nation or the status of the law.
Even in the adversarial system we have in the US, a lawyer has
a duty to not flatly misrepresent facts or the existing state of
the law. But the Jew has completely ruined our common law, in
all areas, big and small. From bullshit slip and fall cases to misuse of “civil” RICO (was actually intended, of course, to literally
take down the mafia — now under Jewish control of our legal
system every simple breach of contract is turned into a civil
RICO case, and the judges do not dismiss), to the fact that
indeed “contract has drowned in a sea of tort,” our legal system
is a mess. Oh, then there is no-fault divorce and the “family”
court. Not just the big picture things like abortion and gay
marriage.
Every white man who is a practicing lawyer who gets it (and
there are still thousands of us) understands what I am talking
about.
These snakes control the permanent shadow government, the
printing of money, the Fed, all big business and advertising, the
media, Hollywood, and of course the legal system. They CREATE
90% of the litigation that happens, literally! Yeah, they sue each
other too. They are everywhere, in every single lawsuit big and
small, in state and federal court — lawyers and litigants on both
sides, and the judge.
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2015/11/simon-schamaa-case-study-in-jewish-verbosity-and-ethnic-activism/
In short, you have readers who get it and we thank you for this
blog.
wiggins
February 3, 2016 - 2:37 pm | Permalink
No fault divorce (tell me about it) ……..now you have opened a
real can of worms.
Veritas
February 3, 2016 - 6:56 pm | Permalink
No fault divorce (tell me about it) ……..now you have opened a
real can of worms.
===
Gee, and you know which politician gave AmeriKwa it’s first “nofault” divorce law (eerily based on the Soviet divorce law of
1918)..???
Most would naively assume this would be a lie-bral pol of some
sort – but no, he was not found on the Left, but came from the
Right – and he really knew how to put the CON into
CONservative: Ronald (McDonald) Raygun.
Bobby
February 3, 2016 - 4:07 pm | Permalink
YOU BET!!! O’Reilly, the Catholic, is a humungous JOKE!!
Doug
February 3, 2016 - 8:21 am | Permalink
Where is the SS when Germany needs them?
Lookaroundu
February 3, 2016 - 7:14 pm | Permalink
Yes, I’m drawn to the same question. Germany could certainly
use them now. Unit names like Totenkopf and Deutschland
come to mind. The Heer (regular Army) units were famous in
their own right. Given the conditions, the German Wehrmacht
was arguably the best trained, best equipped, most highly
motivated fighting force the world has known. It’s sickening to
see the ancient, once proud Fatherland brought to this
degenerate, slave condition through 71 years of victor’s (U.S.)
occupation, self-hate brainwashing and execrable “leaders” like
Merkel.
Bobby
February 3, 2016 - 8:19 pm | Permalink
Here is a thought that boggles the mind. Many of the
metropolitan make-up wearing German males, who are so
impotent against the Muslims or any other people trying to scrw with them in their own country, are the descendants of men
who essentially took on the whole world during WW 11!!
Lookaroundu

February 4, 2016 - 2:14 am | Permalink
A few more accurate descriptors for the Wehrmacht: Effective,
brave, well-led (certainly at the field level). They fought and
died across a vast expanse of territory. Can this fighting spirit
for their nation be renewed in today’s German men? At what
point, if any, do the military and police start to see mutiny
among their ranks? As more of the middle class and professional
folk protest loudly and openly, maybe things can turn around.
The AfD may be their last, best chance.
Reply8 Comments to "Rape Jihad: Dark Days for Europe (Part 2
of 2)"
You can follow all the replies to this entry through the comments
feed
Red Onions
February 4, 2016 - 2:46 pm | Permalink
“Going on the available 2009 figures—the figures are far higher
now in 2016—the total number of foreign citizens living in
Europe is roughly 32 millions. More than half of these (16.8
million) live in three European countries: Germany, Spain and
the UK. Spain is second in Europe’s Top of the Pops for foreign
citizens flooding in, with 5.6 million immigrants, and the UK
comes in third with just over 4 million.”
In relation to the title of this story, “RAPE JIHAD, DARK DAYS
OF EUROPE” which is a sensationalist headline resembling of all
things, the dreaded Daily Mail UK tabloid, the figures for Spain
are out of context. According to the graph provided, per capita
Spain received the FOURTH largest number of migrants, not
second largest. Most of these migrants are from Northern
European countries, such as Germany, Britain, Holland, France.
Denmark, Sweden etc There are also large numbers from
Bulgaria and Romania. Europeans call themselves ex-patriots,
but call people of colour migrants. There is no difference there
are all immigrants.
Red Onions
February 4, 2016 - 3:08 pm | Permalink
“According to the Spanish government, there were 5,598,691
foreign residents in January 2010. Of these, well over one
million and a half were from Latin America (especially from
Ecuador, Colombia, Bolivia, Argentina and Brazil), three quarters
of a million were Moroccan, while immigrants and expatriates
from the European Union member states amounted more than
two million (especially from Romania, United Kingdom,
Germany, Italy and Bulgaria).”
Source Spanish goverment.
Kevin MacDonald
February 4, 2016 - 3:19 pm | Permalink
Please provide a source for this.
Dex
February 4, 2016 - 12:59 pm | Permalink
Who is responsible?
Answer: European Christian.
Why?
Answer: Who allowed a certain tribe to come into Europe and
buy even European Monarchs with their money? European
Christians of course.
You have your answer. It’s that simple. Too simple to accept.
To this day Germans are under ‘American’ NeoCon occupation.
Have the Germans ever protested this? Where is Arminius when
we need him? Germans have been brainwashed to hate
themselves. So, they do not replicate themselves. Then nonEuropeans come in to fill the gap.
As for the USA, we must ask ourselves who bought the slaves
from the tribe?
There is s certain amount of self evaluation that is necessary.
After the Romans conquered everyone, then all the ‘everyones’
wanted to come to Rome. Then, Rome fell.
Bobby
February 4, 2016 - 12:34 pm | Permalink
Bill Maher always claimed to be Irish…lol
Bobby
February 4, 2016 - 12:19 pm | Permalink
The above quote, under the picture of the open borders Morons,
seems to show that this stuff is a U.S.A. driven thing.
Arthur
February 4, 2016 - 10:11 am | Permalink
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GERMANY IS NOT A MONARCHY; ANGELA MERKEL’S
QUESTIONABLE LEGALITY.
Thanks for the excellent article, Dr. Darkmoon. Please keep up
the good work.
Germany is not a monarchy and one person like Angela Merkel
cannot have all the power to import millions of aliens. So who
gave her this power?
Another serious problem with Germany is that both major
political parties in Germany are left-wing. In Germany, they
criminally prosecute anybody speaking out against immigration,
and ban conservative parties once they become popular, and so
the poor Germans have a choice only between the ultra left
(SPD) and the very left party of Merkel (CDU).
After WW2, USA basically took over Germany, and illegally had
them pass a temporary framework called the “Basic Law” which
gives all power to a “Federal Constitution Court” and installed a
sham democracy.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Constitutional_Court_of_G
ermany
Even the German site below admits that theirs is a govt. under
“Judicial control”.
http://www.tatsachen-ueber-deutschland.de/en/politicalsystem/main-content-04/the-basic-law.html
This Basic Law is NOT the constitution, was never ratified by the
people, was temporary and has already expired. This Basic law
and this “Federal Constitutional Court” are therefore
unconstitutional and therefore illegal and null and void:
http://www.rense.com/general69/germany.htm
Since the Basic Law is null and void, all of Angela Merkel’s
decisions, such as allowing tens of thousands of 3rd world
“refugees” and “migrants” to settle her country, her persecution
of holocaust scholars, etc. are all ultra vires and therefore null
and void.
This illegal court*, is stuffed with Judges from the 2 main left
wing parties, and these crooks then ban almost all right wing
parties that are against immigration, etc. (often at the behest of
the Judaists who file these cases, just like in other countries) so
their left wing Jewish puppets like Angela Merkel remain in
power.
*In fact, even according to the liberal wikipedia, the
appointment of Judges there is unconstitutional:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Constitutional_Court_of_G
ermany#Appointment_of_judges
Germany is thus still US occupied territory with Angela Merkel as
the puppet of a sham democracy.
Germany has criminalized debating the holocaust. Its Kangaroo
courts were able to frame Ernst Zundel and Demjanjuk—a man
cleared for the same allegations even by Israel’s Supreme
Court. There are no transcripts in Germany. Even the lawyer
defending your case can be imprisoned–for defending your case,
as it happened to Zundel’s lawyer!!
SOLUTION: However, there are a few options for the
German/European people to save themselves from this reign of
terror and ethnic cleansing unleashed by the Judaists.
First of all, we must reach out to the German people through
German language websites, etc. and make them aware that the
holocaust is a hoax (such as through books like “Hoax of the

Century” by Butz, “The Holocaust Industry” by Finkelstein, etc.),
that Israel is a criminal state, and the Judaism is a barbaric
criminal mentally deranged cult, etc.
Secondly, the Germans can amend the constitution to allow
binding superseding national referenda.
See National Citizens Initiative For Democracy, ncid.us
This can also be done by supporting parties that just focus on
this one issue first—amending the constitution to allow binding
superseding national referenda, whereby people can pass laws
themselves. The PEOPLE must decide if they want more
“refugees” or not, not corrupt German (or other) politicians and
their puppets in the Federal Constitutional Court.
Secondly, all other Europeans must vote for rightist parties and
they must all ban immigration first and get out of the EU. They
must decriminalize speech so people can freely criticize
immigration and debate the holohoax. By getting out of the EU,
it would weaken Angela Merkel and the left-wing German govt.
German citizens can then set up websites, radio stations and
other media or political parties just outside Germany whereby
they
could
consider
appropriate
forms
of
rebellion/revolt/revolution (as permitted under the laws of the
jurisdiction) against the German govt. These conservative govts.
outside Germany can then put pressure on left-wing German
politicians like Merkel to ban immigration, mock them, put
sanctions on them and even try them for crimes against
humanity, which alienism and though control (such as
criminalizing political speech, such as criticism of 3rd world
immigration, Muslims, Judaists, holohoax, etc.) are.
For such crimes against humanity, like alienism, there is no
immunity, no statute of limitations and any govt. can assert
extra-territorial jurisdiction over crimes committed even outside
its borders.
ex South African
February 4, 2016 - 12:22 pm | Permalink
You write the truth. Germany is an economic giant, but a
political dwarf and an US vasal state. Political discussions on TV
on the current US elections sound like extensions of the US
democratic party. Trump is being compared to the German AFD
(Alternative for Germany), with the obligatory words of “fascist,
extremist, right wing populism” and all the know obligatory
emotional jargon for the weak and influenceable masses.
In order to build up a popular resistance movement, one has to
move inside very carefully defined parameters, in fact so narrow
that one stands in danger of defeating the very purpose of the
movement.
When one moves slightly beyond these parameters, and only
then one will become effective, this happens:
http://www.amren.com/news/2016/01/germany-bans-far-rightinternet-platform-arrests-two/
And then there is the question of the allied armed forces inside
Europe and Germany, there where the real striking power lies.
The Russians have moved out, the Americans not. The soldier
on the ground may be well-disposed toward the Germans, but
orders are orders when push comes to shove.
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2016/02/rapejihad-dark-days-for-europe-part-2-of-2/
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Dutch halt reparations to Holocaust survivors receiving them elsewhere
Omri Efraim, Published: 02.03.16, 10:09 / Israel News
The Netherlands has decided to stop payments to Dutch
Ministry’s Holocaust Survivors Rights Authority, survivors
survivors who already receive a payment from Israel;
received a notice at the end of December. Channel 10 reported
Israel's Holocaust Survivors' Rights Authority sent notice
that those who receive a monthly payment from the Dutch
to survivors stating that survivors already receiving a
government will not receive the payment from the Israeli
payment cannot be paid by Israel.
Ministry of Finance.
The Dutch government's decision to stop transferring payments
In the letter sent by Ofra Ross, director of the Holocaust
to Holocaust survivors who also receive one from the Israeli
Survivors' Rights Authority it was noted that by law the benefit
government, has sparked outrage among survivors from the
cannot be paid to survivors already receiving a survivor’s
Netherlands.
allowance.
During a hearing Tuesday, the Knesset Finance Committee
The letter ended by saying: “we apologize for the inconvenience
found out that the Dutch government's decision was made
and wish you good health and longevity." In addition, the elderly
following their finding out that an equivalent benefit was given
survivors were told that they had to report to the authority
to survivors from Israel’s Finance Ministry.
within two weeks if they receive a payment from the Dutch
Following talks conducted between the Dutch authorities and
government.
Holocaust survivors’ organizations in Israel and the Finance
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Dutch Holocaust survivor Abraham Roth
Abraham Roth, 87, a Holocaust survivor from the Netherlands,
testified Tuesday in the Finance Committee hearing. Roth, who
survived the ghetto in Amsterdam and whose two sisters were
murdered in Auschwitz, said that many Dutch Jewish Holocaust
survivors would rather give up the Israeli Ministry of Finance’s
allowance provided the government in Amsterdam does not stop
its payment to survivors.

"The Dutch government is trying to find a technical loophole to
save a few bucks on the backs of Holocaust survivors, while the
Israeli government announced the termination of the
allowance," said Roth. "The Dutch have a responsibility to the
survivors and the crimes committed in their territory, and they
cannot shirk it. The two governments cannot deny their
obligations towards the survivors."
As far as is known, the Dutch government's decision has not yet
been put into practice. However, the chairman of the Finance
Committee, MK Moshe Gafni (United Torah Judaism) announced
Tuesday night that he would turn to Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu to urge him to intervene in the Dutch government’s
decision. "I am determined to resolve the matter and will
definitely not let it pass just like that.”
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4761397,00.html

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BREAKING:
Saudis 'Ready' to Send Troops Into Syria
Rudy Panko, 5 February 2016
Riyadh says it is ready to send ground forces into Syria if
'asked' by the US. What -- ISIS needs backup?
By all accounts, Saudi-supported "moderate" rebels are steadily
losing ground to the Syrian Arab Army and its allies. Earlier
today it was reported that Syrian forces had successfully
carved out a corridor between its main territory held in Aleppo
and a tiny Shia enclave adjacent to a larger Kurdish enclave on
Turkish border, effectivelyending a 3-year siege. In plain
This is pure desperation. But more importantly, it's a public
English, this means that Syria is one step closer to finally
declaration from the Saudis that they are prepared to turn a
sealing its porous border with Turkey.
(rather transparent) proxy war into a direct confrontation with
A sealed border would mean that weapons and "moderates"
Syria, Iran and Russia. Also, we know this is quaint to point out,
would no longer be able to skip into Syria unmolested.
but the Saudis would be "fighting ISIS" in Syria? Really?
The Saudis have invested heavily in this war, and now they're
http://russia-insider.com/en/politics/pure-desperation-saudison the verge of losing everything. Even with a disastrous
ready-send-troops-syria/ri12648
"intervention" raging in Yemen, Riyadh has now pledged to send
ground forces into Syria, but only if "asked":
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...from the archive: ‘Tinkering Jew’ slur costs planner

Gina Rushton, Journalist, Sydney,
The Australian, June 30, 2015 12:00AM
A financial planner who called Assistant Treasurer Josh
Frydenberg a “tinkering Jew” in a stream of social media
abuse has lost his professional licence and willbe subject
to an investigation by a peak industry representative
body.
The self-licensed Libertas Financial Planning has terminated the
authorised representative status of Retirement Wealth Advisers.
Brisbane financial planner James Howarth is the principal. Mr
Howarth attacked Mr Frydenberg on Twitter for supporting a
proposal on the remuneration of life insurance sales staff that
would cut large upfront commissions for financial advisers.
“What a cock sucker. First course of action was to regulate
insurance salaries. Tinkering Jew,” Mr Howarth tweeted to his
5855 followers.
Another said: “Get your Josh Frydenberg ‘Central Planning Jew’
punching bag.”
The changes, first proposed by the life insurance industry, would
cap controversial advance commissions to 60 per cent of a
policy’s premium in the first year. Upfront commissions on retail
life insurance have been as high as 120 per cent but advisers
would face a commission cap of 20 per cent on life insurance
premiums under the proposals.

Libertas director Mark Euvard told The Australian that Mr
Howarth’s behaviour was “inappropriate and unacceptable” and
did not reflect the culture of the dealer group. “He has been
served notice that his licence has been revoked,” Mr Euvard
said.
Asked whether it was necessary to voice his concerns using derogatory language and with reference to race and religion, Mr
Howarth responded: “Yes, I stand by my comments.”
Mr Howarth’s LinkedIn profile says he worked as an “equity
analyst” at Goldman Sachs for more than six years. “According
to our records, it doesn’t appear that he ever worked for
Goldman Sachs,” a spokesman from the investment firm said.
The Financial Services Institute of Australasia,of which Mr
Howarth is a fellow, has launched an investigation into the
incident, chief executive Russell Morris said.
“The comments reported by The Australian are offensive and
have been referred to Finsia’s disciplinary committee for
review,” the associations head of corporate affairs and policy, Caroline Falshaw, said.
The association may then expel or suspend membership. The
Association of Financial Advisers “condemned inappropriate and
racist comments” made by Mr Howarth. “If he were (a member
of AFA), this would see him sanctioned and his membership
terminated,” the association’s chief executive, Brad Fox, said.
Mr Frydenberg, who is Jewish, said he blocked Mr Howarth on
Twitter after the offensive comments. “This nasty, personal and
derogatory language is not becoming of a financial adviser, let
alone anyone else, and is completely over the top,” he said on
Sunday.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/financialservices/tinkering-jew-slur-costs-planner/storyfn91wd6x-1227420855030
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